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Banana is one of the most popular fruits in the world, not only because of its
texture, aroma, and ease of peeling and eating, but also because of its nutritional
content.
Egypt's banana production climbed from 95,000 tonnes in 1971 to 1.38
million tonnes in 2020, increasing at a 5.92 percent annual rate. This huge
banana pulp consumption releases tonnes of banana peel, which accounts for
40% of the entire weight of fresh bananas.
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Contrary to popular belief, the thick, fibrous peels are not only
safe to eat, but they also have a number of health benefits. Peels are high in
dietary fibre, phenolic compounds and rich source of minerals. So we used the
banana peels to produce delicious cookies with higher nutritional value.

METHODS
We made
3 different prototypes:
10%
BPF

Banana Peels are
collected, cleaned,
submerged in
citric acid solution
for drying process

Peels are dried in
a cabinet dryer at
50°C for 8 hours,
then cooled to
room temperature

Dried pieces are
grounded in a
crushing mill, then
seived to get fine
banana flour

Banana Peel
Flour is mixed with
wheat flour and
other ingredients
to go for baking

The Sensory Test showed that the control
and the 10% substituted samples have the
highest overall acceptability to the
participants while the 15% and 20% were
the lowest accepted to them.
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A sensory testing is done using hedonic
scale to obtain individual score among
the 3 prototypes.
Proximate composition of cookies were
determined such as moisture, ash, and crude fiber
by using AOAC-2000 method (AOAC, 2000)
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A great increase in the samples fortified
CONCLUSION: By Increasing BPF in
with banana peels than the control one.
cookies the color becomes darker and the Where the 20% sample has the highest
texture becomes harder.
content of crude fiber.

15%
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we found that the potassium content
of the cookies increases gradually by
increasing the substitution percent of
the banana peel flour.

We successfully reached our goal to improve
the quality and nutritional value of one of the
most popular bakery goods (cookies) by
utilising banana peel which is an agricultural
processing byproduct that has received little
attention.
We found that increasing the percentage of
banana peel flour to wheat flour substitution
enhanced the percentage of crude ash and
crude fibre content in cookies, Based on the
sensory evaluation the 10% Prototype is the
best one as it obtained high marks as the
control sample.
As a result, using banana peel flour to fortify
cookies is a successful and promising strategy
that could lead to new possibilities in the field
of bakery product fortification.
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